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Summary
In this work we extend power system theory from a
network science viewpoint, which exploits the features of
power networks. It appears that the whole of the nearly
100-year old subject of power systems can be rewritten in
the network-based paradigm to provide new insights.
Power network modeling
Consider a power system consisting of generator nodes
VG, load nodes VL and transmission lines E . The network-
reduced model was commonly adopted in earlier results.
It eliminates the load nodes via Kron reduction and usu-
ally leads to a full graph connecting the generators only.
This process reduces the dimension but breaks the origi-
nal power network structure. Also, the virtual lines cre-
ated by Kron reduction have considerable resistance rep-
resenting the effects of loads, which brings difficulties in
designing a Lyapunov function for stability and control
analysis. To avoid this problem, Bergen and Hill [1] first
proposed the structure-preserving model
Miθ¨i +Diθ˙i = Pi −
∑
(i,j)∈E
bij sin(θi − θj), i ∈ VG
Diθ˙i = Pi −
∑
(i,j)∈E
bij sin(θi − θj), i ∈ VL
where θi, Pi,Mi, Di, bij denote node angle, power injec-
tion, generator inertia, damping constant and line capac-
ity, respectively; and the resistance of physical line can
be reasonably neglected. Further, this model can be re-
garded as a complex dynamical network with the original
network structure and heterogeneous node dynamics. So
it is a natural model to develop power network science [2].
Some recent results have followed this direction [3, 4].
Power network stability
The mainstream approaches for power system stabil-
ity are node-based, e.g., to study stability by construct-
ing a proper Lyapunov function. The history of these
approaches dates back to the early 20th century in Rus-
sia and extensive investigations have been conducted [5].
However, the node dynamics evolves via the underlying
power network. The role of network topology is of impor-
tance but has not drawn enough attention [2]. We shed
new light on the instability mechanism of power systems
by taking the network-based viewpoint. We reveal that
the small-disturbance angle stability can be indicated by
the Laplacian matrix of the so-called power flow graph
describing the power flows over the network [6]. We also
establish matrix conditions in terms of the critical lines
to check stability and instability type for all equilibria.
Moreover, we apply cutset properties to explain instabil-
ity phenomenon in large-disturbance scenario [7].
Power network control
With the growing penetration of renewable energy, the
control paradigm of power systems is experiencing a pro-
found evolution. The control task is shifting from genera-
tor side to demand side, and the physical power network
has stronger interaction with the communication network
among control devices. A network science view will facili-
tate the control problems of such complex cyber-physical
networks. We have been working towards a distributed
non-disruptive demand-side control framework to quickly
regulate system dynamics after contingency [8].
Conclusion
We propose the subject of power network science as a
product of network science concepts and more theoretical
ideas in power system stability and control.
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